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Every world-class MSP should be able to 
provide this next level of security to clients, 
and now you can. 

As a trusted LabTech Software® partner, you know what 

it takes to neutralize security threats for your clients . As 

a professional, you know nothing is foolproof. They are 

still vulnerable even with Firewalls and Antimalware. Now 

you can stand out as the leading provider of critical client 

protection. 

Close security holes left open to cyber security 

vulnerabilities like data theft, lost laptops, viruses 

and malware. Build a Third Wall TM to give clients 

the protection they need and deserve. A 
o Lab Tech

™ 

Next-Level Cyber Security 

Third Wall™ directly plugs in to your indispensable 
Lab Tech Software® to greatly expand the security 
services you provide. This innovative, highly-
affordable plug-in deploys powerful cyber security 
policies across any or all of your clients, and allows 
individual exceptions to be made to any policy on any 
computer. 
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Tighten Client Security 
Monitoring with One Click 

With Third Wall™ and its select automated secu

rity services, you can: 

Differentiate yourself from other MSPs by 

delivering affordable, or even free, security 

and protection to your clients. 

Set yourself apart from other MSPs that 

simply don't have the same protection to 

offer, and protect your clients better than 

ever. 

Earn more revenue by providing a new 

service tier and one that lowers your internal 

costs. 

Reduce the number and severity of incidents 

that you have to clean up for your clients, 

lessening your workload. 

www.third-wall.com 



FIREWALL 

Your firewall, the critical first wall, 

is often taken for granted. Keep 

it working and monitored by Lab 

tech®.

New Capability 

Offer an affordable, new suite 

of security services that gives 

you a commanding low-price 

tool for protecting your clients. 

Limit end-user access that can 

and does cause major issues. 

Disable legacy protocols that 

are open doors for hackers 

and viruses. Improve 

password protection. And only 

pay for what you actually use. 

ANTIVIRUS/ ANTI-MALWARE 

Your antivirus/anti-malware is your 

second wall, blocking hackers 

constantly working to infect your 

computers. 
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More Time 

Lessen your workload by 

dealing with fewer client cyber 

security breaches and 

incidents, and by employing 

instant-response tools to 

manage critical breaches, 

allowing you to focus more 

on delivering other 

complementary IT services 

that add greater value and 

more revenue. 

Easy to Use 

Right on your Lab Tech© 

Control Center, effortlessly 

deploy potent security policies 

with just a click, accessing 

more than 35 different policies 

and rapid-response buttons to 

assign those policies across 

any LabTech© Location, and 

easily make exceptions to any 

computer. 
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Effective Security 

Deliver greater control 

over security policies that 

remain strong and resilient, 

and can only be changed 

by your technician, with 

Lab Tech© monitors initiated at 

deployment to fully safeguard 

your clients. 
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